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Boppin´B

Concert  Rock Music

Boppin B - Promo 2019 by Dirk behlau-9935.jpg - © Dirk Behlau

Boppin' B from Aschaffenburg

(founded in 1985), are THE

most successful

representatives and

ambassadors of Rock N Roll

and rockabilly in

Germany.

Cult icons of an entire

scene.

Live entertainment at the

the highest level.

Despite over 38 years of

hard touring life still

still not tired, but

highly motivated and have

despite so many kilometers

still have their

driver's license!

Venue:
Skyline Stage in der Fan Zone Mainufer
Mainkai
60329 Frankfurt am Main

Organizer:
Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main
Kaiserstraße 56
60329 Frankfurt am Main - Bahnhofsviertel

 069 24 74 55 400
 www.frankfurt-tourismus.de/
 info@infofrankfurt.de
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Top 40 chart entries, more than

6000 shows played

across Europe, 500,000 albums sold and no less than 17 records make Boppin' B
the most successful and sustainable

the most successful and enduring rock'n'roll band in Germany.

Even after more than 38 years of "hard working", the five guys from Aschaffenburg
are not lacking in

the joy of playing, nor their charisma, on and behind the stages of this world.

Little Richard, Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, Jerry Lee Lewis, Wanda Jackson, Jeff Beck
and Dick Brave, to name but a few, are

just to name a few, are avowed fans of this "Incredible Five". Appearances on Harald
Schmidt, TVTotal,

Hit Giganten, Vivasion or The Dome reflect their success, and yet Boppin' B

always remain down-to-earth and loyal to their fans. Boppin' B don't play rock'n'roll
- they are rock'n'roll!

They are Rock n Roll !!!

Events:
Donnerstag, 04.07.2024, 18:00 - 19:00 Uhr


